EcoVisio in Action - April 2020

EcoVisio, closer to doctors on the COVID-19 frontline

In an effort to support those fighting everyday against the pandemic, on 16 and 17 April, EcoVisio donated various materials to the main hospitals in Bălți and Căușeni, the first regional medical facilities to take in COVID-19 patients. We provided the two hospitals with sanitary (eco-disinfectant) and protection materials (masks, gowns, gloves and shoe covers), special trash bags for medical waste, large trash bins and small trash containers for the patients. More details here

What We've Been Up To

Read more on our website
#SupportLocalBusinesses
If you are a local entrepreneur or farmer with healthy products to sell, join our group iarmarEco - producători locali and promote your goods! And if you are looking to buy natural and special products, we also look forward to having you in our community!

Let's bring nature to our homes
...it's really not hard to do! As a little quarantine experiment, several EcoVisio team members got into apartment agriculture, trying to grow their favorite produce. See how it's going and share your own home-gardening experience here

Going zero waste in Moldova
How can we adopt a zero waste lifestyle with minimum effort? How can we save the planet while also saving money? Find out from our online platform #FărăDeseuri, where Moldova's activists share their personal examples!

Short guide for Zoom meetings
To help you work better and have more fun on Zoom, our colleagues Elena Tacu and Aina Idrisova, both facilitators specialized in non-formal education, have created a visual mini-guide for effective Zoom sessions. Have a look here
Win a bag full of eco-products!
Help us create an online platform to #SupportLocalBusinesses! Fill out our questionnaire about local products, for a chance to win a bag filled with the best eco-friendly goodies. All info here

activEco goes online
The activEco team has adapted to the new reality and for the past month, has been organizing online educational activities. Find out more about these sessions and upcoming opportunities from the program coordinators by watching this video

Coming Up Next

activEco 2020 continues and is looking for young activists!
activEco is organizing a series of 'activation webinars' for young people interested in the following topics: health by nutrition, efficient and renewable energy, alternative mobility, and sharing economy. Find out how to be a part of these webinars here

Livestreams with agro-experts
Agrovisio organizes weekly livestream videos with local experts and farmers, answering questions about organic farming and agro-ecology practices. You can find the schedule for these videos on Agrovisio’s page, and have your say on the topics here
**Wanted: ActivePeace participants!**
If you are an activist, teacher or NGO worker, 18 to 27 years old, and want to learn different methods and approaches to handling conflict and bringing some 'ActivePeace' to your organization, community or group, apply [here](#).

---

**Audio guide on Jewish history**
The Trans.History Moldova team, coordinated by our colleague Ion Ungureanu, is working on an audio guide about the history of Chișinău's Jewish community, based on real stories from 13 Holocaust survivors. Listen to it [here](#).

---

**Immunity boosting with EcoVisio**
How do you stay safe from catching colds in the spring? What do you do for your immunity in the time of COVID-19? We decided to film our own natural methods of staying healthy and strong! See how Daniela, AgroVisio program manager, is strengthening her immunity in this [video](#).

---

**Our Friends' Initiatives**

**Special offer from FOX Studio**
Our partners, FOX Studio printing company, is offering up to 50% discount

**Education through Telegram**
Дом Эволюции invites school and highschool students to [Telegram](#).

**Dulce Plai on the other side of Prut**
Our alumni Liza Mămăligă and Ion Dulgheru are making a buzz in Romania
to local producers for printing labels and packaging, using the promo code #EcoVisio. Details [here](#). Educational facilitators share training and development ideas to support remote learning with their sweet initiative! Their famous energy bars are now produced at a small factory in Iași. More [here](#).

---

**Humans of EcoVisio**

In case you’re not familiar yet with Margareta, one of EcoVisio’s Communication Coordinators, you should know that she’s the one responsible for our newsletters which you (hopefully) love to read every month. She also does wonderful work for her community in Sireți village, such as organizing deliveries of fresh foods from local producers.

---
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